Fall 2022 Parking Lots Service

Union Ave, Maple Athletic and Maple Commuter

**Monday - Friday**

6:15AM - 11:00PM

Dispatch Only 11:00PM - 1:00AM*
*Last call honored at 12:45 AM*

**Saturday**

Dispatch Only 9:00AM - Midnight*
*Last call honored at 11:45 PM*

**Sunday**

Dispatch Only 9:00AM - 2:00PM, 11:00PM - Midnight*
*Last call honored at 11:45pm*

2:00PM - 11:00PM

Did you know you can live track our shuttles? Download the FSUgo app to find live tracking under the ‘Getting Around’ tab.

NOTE: This schedule is subject to change. Shuttle times may be affected by weather, traffic, detours, etc. Questions about our routes and locations can be directed to the dispatch desk: Call 508-215-5920.

Questions? Email us: transportation@framingham.edu
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